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Instructions and care
KEY

Installation in vehicle:
1. Clip headrest strap (A) to headrest strap clips (C) on
sides of Skybox frame and loop over the top of the headrest.
Use the strap adjuster (B) to select a suitable height for
your Skybox.
2. Wrap seat back strap (D) around the back of the seat and
clip buckles together. Pull strap to tighten. (Fig.2)
3. Clip Fido to the seat belt tether (E), adjust length and you
are ready to roll.
Installation in vehicle without headrests:
1. Clip headrest strap (A) to headrest strap clips (C) on sides
of Skybox frame and loop over the top of the seat. Extend the
length of the headrest strap (A) so the bottom of Skybox
booster seat rests on seat.
2. Wrap seat back strap (D) around the back of the seat and
clip buckles together. Pull strap to tighten. (Fig.2)
3. Clip Fido to the seat belt tether (E), adjust length and you
are ready to roll.
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FIG. 2
Using the tether with your vehicle’s seat belt:
1. Remove carabiner (C) and loop tether around the seat belt (A) and pull back through tether handle.
2. Pull tether through slide (B) located in the back of the booster seat.
3. Re-attach carabiner (C) to strap and attach to harness leash hook.

FIG. 3
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Check with vehicle
manufacturer for air
bag guidelines.
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WARNING: After clipping the tether strap to a dog harness, adjust the length of the strap
to keep dog from jumping out. Always use a harness with the booster seat, collars are
not suitable for automotive restraint. Never leave a dog unattended in the vehicle. In the
event of an accident the seatbelt, tether and safety harness will incur the impact while the
booster seat frame is meant to break away. Should an accident occur the booster seat
should be replaced.

